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Review of Recent Work of THE OPEN COURT.
PSYCHOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY.
Sensation and The Outer World. ..A. Binet.
. . .No. 83.
Idealism and Realism. Editor No. 84.
Dreams, Sleep and Consciousness.
M. Binet, after having animadverted upon the impropriety of
excluding metaphysical questions from the domain of science, pro-
ceeds in the above-mentioned essay to discuss the interesting ques-
tion of the relation between human sensation and its normal
excitant, the external world. No resemblance is predicable, main-
tains M. Binet, between the perceptions of consciousness and the
bodies that exist beyond us. Doctrines enunciating such resem-
blance, the author declares faUacious, and terms them " crude and
naive realisms." This fallacy, however, is widely prevalent in
science Physicists and philosophers still hold that the definitive
explanation of natural phenomena is a mechanical explanation,
wherein the concepts of mass and force are the ultimate and fun-
damental data. They fail to recognize, in this, the purely subjec-
tive character of sensations. They translate, merely, sensations
of one kind into sensations of another kind, which seem to us
more precise ; thus they explain the phenonenon of sound by the
phenomenon of a vibration ; merely substituting, thereby, a visual
sensation for an auditory sensation. This leads the author to
discuss the supreme importance of the visual sense in the investi-
gation of phenomena ; the possibility of a purely auricular science
is held forth ; the author shows that the ear, by noting the qualities
of sound, can solve numerical problems. Thus, the progression of
human knowledge is accompanied by a progresion of human capa-
bilities. The future will transform our sciences ; it may transform
our senses.
Sensation and the phenomena of the external world, it is
granted, are different. But does it follow that knowledge of ex-
ternal objects is therefore impossible ? The electrical phenomenon
traversing the wire of a telephone bears no resemblance to the
spoken words thrown against the mouth-piece in the shape of air-
waves ; no more so than does sensation the external object. Yet
is communication by means of a telephone impossible ? Are not
the spoken words reproduced at the other end of the line in sub-
stantially the form in which they were received ? Preservation of
form is all that is necessary ; and this is possible even where there
is no superficial resemblance. It is a contradiction to demand
that knowledge should be other than it is. Cognition does not,
and tieed not, go beyond sensation.
In Numbers 82 and 83 two interesting letters appear, discuss-
ing questions raised by the articles of Dr. G. M. Gould upon
Dreams, Sleep, and Consciousness
—
practical studies upon the
psychology of consciousness.
ETHICS AND SCIENCE.
Ethical Evolution. Prof. E. D. Cope No. 82.
The utilitarian theory of morals, says the distinguished author
has found in the law of evolution a permanent substantiation. Yet
does that doctrine embrace the whole truth, does it embody exclu-
sively the law of human ethical progress ? Ethical conduct, it is
true, is an outgrowth of natural mental constitution ; it differs
among individuals, among families, among races
;
physical neces-
sities, and conditions of environment direct it. But the knowledge
of right is an intellectual faculty. Ethical life expresses, further,
the highest development of humanity. Accordingly, moral con-
duct has various phrases of evolution : the rational as well as the
natural, the individual as well as the social ; to which correspond-
ing motives of utility, egoism, and altruism belong. We find these
motives interacting, each predominant in their respective spheres.
The rational element has found its expression in generalization, in
the formation by far seeing men of ethical codes ; the affectional
element, the element of Love, has found its expression in beneficent
altruism, wherein the filial relation to God forms an abiding motive
to action. The faculty of reason and the sentiment of love ensure
ethical perfection.
Passions AND Manias. Felix L. Oswald, M.D. Nos. 81, 84.
Interesting essays in moral physiology, abounding in citations
from history and science in support of the positions taken.
News About the Planets and the Moon No. 80.
This constitutes a survey of the latest astronomical observa-
tions. It includes a brief account of the canals on the surface of
Mars, with their various attendant phenomena ; the rotation of
Jupiter ; the temperature of the moon ; and the strange light-phe-
nomena recently observed in the neighborhood of Saturn.
SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS.
Henry George and Land Taxation. Wheel-
barrow No. 73
Corbespondence Upon the Doctrine of Henry
George Nos. 79, 80, 82, 84.
The criticisms by Wheelbarrow, touching the doctrines of
Henry George, have evoked much comment and discussion. The
main bulk of the correspondence relative to this question, remains
still unpublished ; showing the wide-spread interest taken in the
subject, and the undoubted popularity of Mr. George's theories.
The main endeavor of our correspondents seems directed towards
demonstrating Wheelbarrows ignorance and misunderstanding of
the great economist's position. This Wheelbarrow seeks to refute
in a letter in No. 82.
HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.
The Dilemma of Double Allegiance. Gen. M. M.
Trumbull No. 81.
The article by Gen. Trumbull is opportune. Its tone and
position is commendable. Amid the chauvinistic fanfaronade of
demagogic statesmen and bellicose newspapers, evoked by petty
irritations over Samoa coal-stations and bait for cod-fish, the
thoughtful citizen of foreign birth must often feel the appalling
meaning that the problem of double allegiance embodies. " What
is the ethics of patriotism that must guide us in case of actual
war ?" " The duty of men embarassed by the ties of double alle-
giance," says Gen. Trumbull, " is to stand bravely by the republic
whatever comes, but they ought to unite their mora! and political
influence to promote the settlement of all international disputes by
peaceful arbitration." The question has excited much comment
from the press throughout the country.
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MAKING BREAD CHEAP.
A REJOINDER TO WHEELBARROW ON MAKING BREAD DEAR.
BV SYMPATHIZER.
Wheelbarrow complains in his last essay about
the small inheritance of wealth or reward which he
receives from the increased productivity of society as
a whole. He demands higher wages.
Space will not permit any thorough consideration
of Wheelbarrow's complaint, but, adopting his com-
parisons and figures, may not the following suggestions
go part-way towards explaining the small share which
comes to him, as an individual ? He has supposed,
and seems to approve as reasonable, a certain relative
value in industries. Thus wheelbarrows as a class, he
says, are entitled to one part in the industrial product,
jackplanes two parts, the plough four parts, etc. Now
he supposes that in twenty years the product of them
all has doubled. Shall the farmer's part now be eight,
the jackplane's four, and the wheelbarrow's still only
one?
Accepting his formula, may it not be true that
wheelbarrows, as a group, taken altogether, ifi> get
their portion doubled, as jackplanes as a whole receive
their double portion? If this be true, then the division
of the share coming to these groups would become
equitably divided among the units composing them.
If, therefore, the units composing the wheelbarrow
group increased in a faster ratio than the units com-
posing the jackplane group, the share to the units in
the wheelbarrow group would be relatively less than
would fall to the units or individuals composing the
jackplane group. If all men were wheelers, there would
be no productivity. Neither must the wheelbarrow
wing of the great industrial army be too large. So-
ciety can afford to that group, as a division, only a cer-
tain share.
' In fact, I believe and statistics seem to prove, that
the comparative increase seems to favor the lowest
class of workers. The unskilled laborer could in for-
mer ages scarcely earn his daily bread and in rare
cases only provide himself with a home and have a
family. He is comparatively best paid in a highly civ-
ilized society. Any increase of industrial productivity
will benefit all classes, but the least skilled do com-
paratively profit most of all.
The individuals composing a group or division,
if their share of the allotment be too small, must jojn
some other division, and no motive can be more ef-
fective than the desire to gain a larger individual share
of the total industrial product. This is, however, only
a suggestion. The question is a large one. It deserves
serious and continued study.
It is a hopeful sign that modern thought is becom-
ing engaged with it. Let us hope- that through the in-
telligence displayed in Wheelbarrow, and the growing
intellectual power evident on every side among work-
ingmen, the great questions of our social economics
will find at last a just and final solution.
But let us confine our attention to the main point
of our discussion which is the "crime of making bread
dear."
It is somewhat anomalous that one who has never
owned a bushel of wheat, nor more than one barrel of
flour at any one time, should find himself defending
speculation in bread-stuffs. But as the probability is
that " Wheelbarrow " is in about the same case, we
both have the advantage of looking at the subject from
a comparatively disinterested standpoint ; and I think
we both desire to find the truth.
His review of my criticism is keen and searching
;
but if I may say so, it appears to be a little disingen-
uous. For instance, my "witness" said: "The spec-
ulator buys hoping for a rise, or sells hoping for a de-
cline." Wheelbarrow thereupon attacks him, and tries
to impeach his character. He says:
" Nothing can be more cold-hearted and selfish than such tes-
timony ; it springs from the ethics of the pit. Just think of a man
wasting his religion in praying for a rise in wheat. This, too, in
a prayer sometimes three months long."
Well, I think I ought not to have exposed mj' wit-
ness to this stricture ; and perhaps I ought to have
stated in specific terms that a speculator rarely prays,
and if he does, it is as often that he prays for a decline
as for a rise. My witness used the word "hope" it is
true, when the word "belief" would have expressed the
facts more clearly. Let us say, then, that the specu-
lator buys believing that wheat will rise in price, or
sells believing'xi will fall in price, and thus save Wheel-
barrow from further moral pain.
Again, mj' "witness" did not defend corners. He
first explained them, and then candidl}- admitted that
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they bore to the regular operators of the Board of
Trade about the relation that a piratical excursion
bears to commerce, or that the hurried raid in the rear
of an army bears to the regular movement of a cam-
paign. But Wheelbarrow scolds my witness as a de-
fender of these objectionable, though brief, influences,
and this is not quite ingenuous.
Where commerce covers the sea with ships minis-
tering to the needs of man, experience shows that the
pirate may, now and again, in ships manned by men,
make excursions hostile to commerce ; but experience
shows also, that these are incidents, and that their
total effect is next to nil, and it is a comfort to know
that it is so. It is satisfactory, also, to know that
"corners" are in their nature brief events, incidents
to greater movements, and that in the sweep of time
their influence is comparatively unimportant.
I am ready to join with Wheelbarrow (abandoning
my witness if necessary) in denunciation of the kind
of "cornerers" who resemble pirates. But there re-
main the "cornerers" whose actions my witness lik-
ened to that of a hostile raid in the rear of an army.
This does not resemble piracy. It is often excusable.
It is frequently patriotic and praiseworthy. Wheel-
barrow himself says :
"When I demand cheap bread, I do not wish to deprive the
farmer, the miller, or the Board of Trade man, or anybody who
contributes to its production and distribution, of his deserved re-
ward."
This is just and right, but if Wheelbarrow would
study the facts, he would find that there is frequently
at work an influence which, if left unchecked, would
rob the farmer, if no one else, of his hard earned re-
ward. This influence is the " short seller." Like the
poor, he is always with us, though more audacious.
An honest believer he may be that lower prices will
prevail, owing to his belief in increased crops, or a di-
minishing demand. He will sell for future delivery if
anyone will buy. Like an auctioneer, he will offer it
down until he finds a buyer.
In former times governments performed the func-
tions of the Board of Trade equalizing the price of
grain by establishing storehouses, buying when the
price of wheat was low and selling when it was high.
They thereby lowered the price of bread in hard and
raised it in good times, thus favoring now the farmer
and now the consumer. A socialistic government
would have to do the same as did the old paternal
governments. Whether they would do it as well as
the Board of Trade does it now, remains doubtful.
Now, let us suppose a practical case—a case which
has more than once had real existence.
A "rich" man on the Board of Trade, performing
the function of the benevolent government of former
times, discovers that the course of the market has
brought the price of wheat to a point which does not
yield to the farmer his " deserved reward," nor such
a price as to justify him in future effort to raise wheat
on his farm, if the current price were to continue. In
the belief Xh^X such a state of things cannot long con-
tinue, this "rich" man buys. Possibly he has a warm
sympathy with the poor farmer, whose crop is ready to
market : at all events, he buys : he buys largely. Does
the price advance ? No, it declines. To average his
purchase, he doubles his first purchase at the now
lower price. Does it then advance ? No ! it declines.
He figures up the extent of his holding. He finds that
he has purchased for an early delivery nearly as much
as the total stock in our warehouses, but the price is
still falling.
He goes upon "change." A score of voices are
offering to sell, by the thousands, by the hundreds of
thousands of bushels, competing with each other at
fractions less in price at every breath. Shall he join
that shouting throng, surrender his judgment, sell as
best he can, bear his losses the best he may. He will
not do so if he begins his name with an " H." He
discovers that a planned campaign has been inaugu-
rated by the "bears " to break the market to the lowest
point, and by heavy calls on him for margins, compel
him to let go his holdings, and sell to them at their
own price.
To face such a situation requires nerve and courage
of the highest order. If this buyer has it, and can con-
trol the capital necessary, he will plan a work similar
to that of "a raid in the rear of an enemy." He will
buy. He will buy all that is offered. He will control
or corner the market. Only thus can he protect him-
self. If he is successful, he teaches reckless men,
—
men who have no regard for the farmer's "deserved
reward," that there is retribution for their reckless dis-
regard of equity. And I do not hesitate to say that,
under the condition I have sketched, his action con-
duces to the welfare of the country, and herein is pa-
triotic and praiseworthy.
Wheelbarrow asks—and his question possesses a
pathetic interest : " What is it that the speculator
buys?" And he answers with impressive emotion:
"Wheat!"
Will Wheelbarrow allow us to remain calm at all
his excitement ?
What is it that all buyers and sellers buy and sell ?
If it is not wheat, it is meat, or fruit, or coal, or tools,,
or books, or other necessities which men want and use.
Every article, be it made of iron or wood, may it serve
directly for the production of food or indirectly to the
prolongation and amelioration or elevation of life is to
some extent " our daily bread." Man does not live
upon bread alone, and in a certain sense we all are
engaged in producing bread—life -stuff for human
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beings—in some form, and who will deny that everybody
attempts to sell his part of it as dear as possible ? and
everybody has a right to do so. Wheelbarrow agrees
with me, that if anybody's work is more difficult, he
may have greater rewards, and the scale of wages can
easily be regulated by free competition.
Wheelbarrow becomes sentimental when he ob-
serves that some people deal in wheat, and that they
hope for a rise of wheat.
When Wheelbarrow delved and carried earth at a
railway job, he undoubtedly added his mite to the
general capital and was engaged in making bread
cheap, for the road will soon carry farmers and their
machines West to raise more wheat. But when Wheel-
barrow now demands his wages doubled, his own and
of course those of all wheelers of earth too, he prays
for making bread dear ; for higher wages must increase
the expenses of building railroads, and if an)' impro-
portionate increase of wages took place on a larger
scale, it might prevent roads to be built and thus
would necessaril}' make it impossible for many farm-
ers to go West, and those who live West could not
send their wheat East. It would tend to making bread
dear.
While upon the whole. Wheelbarrow, as it appears
to me, means what is right and just, he has one fault,
and that is his rhetoric. What is the use of senti-
mentality in economical or in any other questions ? Let
us come to business in plain and clear terms without
any verbosity and ado, and we will the quicker under-
stand one another. Making bread cheap in the sense
Wheelbarrow preaches, may be well enough, but let
us not forget, that in a certain sense, we are entitled
to make it dear, just as much as Wheelbarrow is en-
titled to demand higher wages, if he can get them, or
rather—if he deserves them.
When I undertook to oppose Wheelbarrow I chiefly
intended to call attention to the fact that there are two
aspects of the question of making bread dear. Labor
agitators, as a rule, demand that " the bread we eat
must be cheap, but for the bread we make we should
demand the highest price," and the short-sighted,
credulous listeners are apt to believe him who prom-
ises most. They do not see that agitators preach "yes
and no" in one breath, that sour and sweet at the
same time comes out of their mouth.
There is a modern reformer appealing with his
arguments to the broad masses, who promises by the
simple means of taxing land to its full rental value to
offer bread for nothing. Henry George says in "Pro-
gress and Poverty," that if but the landlords were
taxed out of existence, we would realize the ideal of
the communist. We shall have meals at public
tables for the mere asking of it, free libraries, free
theatres, free baths, free railroads, free street cars,
heat and motor power furnished in our houses at pub-
lic expense, etc., etc.
What is that else than offering bread gratis ? and
it is bread for body and soul, bread of any description.
But if all that can be had for the mere asking of it, who
will then work? "That is just the advantage of it,"
I am told, " wages will rise, they will rise as high as
they never have been, and men will not work at all
unless it be for the pleasure of work."
An excellent prospect if it were possible ! Pray,
gentlemen, how can you, for any length of time, dis-
tribute values gratis, unless you can also create them
gratis ?
Mr. George promises that we shall reap where we
did not sow and that we shall have an unlimited
credit in the bank of public prosperity without being
obliged to make any deposit.
Mr. George has a great followership and whatever
be the merit of his idea of land taxation, nobody seems
to be aware of the Utopian scheme of what constitutes
Georgeism proper. He promises that the bread we
eat shall be cheap, so cheap that it is given for the
mere asking of it, and the bread we make shall be dear,
so dear that nobody shall be able to buy it, unless he
pays the full price we demand.
Let us cease to be overawed by oratory. There is
an untruth in every exaggeration and every untruth
contains poison.
Let us work to produce bread, every one in his
way ; useful work will lead to make bread cheap. But
at the same tirrte let us bear in mind that bread means
human labor, it means human lives. Any artificial com-
binations to make bread dear for the benefit of a few
conspirators
—
pirates as I called them—is to be con-
demned. In that I fully agree with Wheelbarrow.
But let us not demand that bread be too cheap, for
that would necessarily degrade a certain number of
human lives into abject poverty, and deprive them of
their due reward for having contributed to make
bread.
DREAMS AND VISIONS.*
BY FELIX L. OSWALD, M. D.
It has often been remarked that an explanation of
the soul-phenomena known as dreams, would furnish
a key to the enigma of the soul itself, and the problem
of slumber-visions has, indeed, been a subject of cu-
rious speculation since the earliest dawn of philosophy.
Aristotle (JDe Somno et vigilid) makes the physiology
of sleeping and waking the topic of a special treatise,
and like Dr. Abercrombie, seems to assume a distinct
organ, if not a sixth sense, for the perception of facts
unknowable to the ordinary (waking) mode of cogni-
* Copyrighted!:
Part XXIV.
' Body and Mind ; or, The Data of M"oral Physiology,'
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zance. Plutarch and Herodotus quote numerous an-
ecdotes of prophetic night-visions. Pliny, too, ex-
amines the subject from a physiological point of view,
and the Oneirocriticon of Artemidoros is a " dream-
book," quite In the modern mystic sense of that term,
and abounds with fanciful rules for the interpretation
of dreams, of which he distinguishes two kinds : the
ordinary allegoric and the directly prophetic ("theo-
rematic," as he calls them) which warn the sleeper by
an actual prevision of "coming events.
The writings of the mediseval schoolmen teem
with similar speculations, and Kieser, Brierre, and Aber-
crombie treat the problem from a highly metaphys-
ical point of view; but the most satisfactory explana-
tions of dream-life have after all been derived from
the study of physical analogies. Sleep is a process of
restoration and readjustment, and physicians well know
that the healing powers of nature assert themselves
most effectually during the entire suppression of vo-
litional control characterizing a deep slumber. In
dreams, too, the absence of direct sense-impressions
and volitional interference seem to favor an automatic
function of the brain which, in that respect, might be
defined as a method of mental digestion. And just as
the process of physical digestion and assimilation
eliminates the superfluous elements of food, retaining
only those needed for the special purposes of the or-
ganism, the brain, during sleep, appears to deal spe-
cially with topics of direct concern for the personal
interests of the sleeper and to assort and adjust the
store of empiric impression (the mentel ingesta, as it
were) after eliminating all unessential and unconse-
quential elements. Withal, the suspense of conscious
cerebration by no means implies an eclipse of the in-
tellectual faculties. Dreams are not limited to plays
of fancy ; the brain in slumber may deal with philo-
sophical and abstrusely scientific speculations, or re-
solve moral doubts which perhaps have puzzled the
mind for days, and it is a common experience that the
distressing problems of practical life adjust them-
selves, as it were, in sleep, by a more or less conscious
process of the cerebral laboratory.
In short, there is no doubt that the instinct guard-
ing the welfare of the individual presides over dreams
as it presides over the automatic functions of the phys-
ical organism. The very suspension of the will power,
with its passions and prejudices, seems, indeed, to
enable an inner monitor to decide vexing doubts in ac-
cordance with the best permanent interests of the
sleeper. It has often been observed that the drama-
turgy of slumber represents all actors in a role reveal-
ing their true character with remarkable correctness,
and often with a suggestiveness that has tempted mys-
tics to ascribe that sort of clairvoyance to direct in-
spiration.
Yet here, too, physical analogies might suggest a
simpler explanation. The saving crisis of dangerous
diseases which often supervenes in deep slumber may
be explained by the circumstance that the complete
repose of the volitional faculties enable the organism
to concentrate all its energies upon a needed work of
repair, and for similar reasons the non-interference of
waking prejudices may give the instinct of self-pre-
servation a long desired chance for removing a baneful
delusion as to our best interest in a proposed mode of
action, or as to the true character of designing fellow-
men. Something or other in the looks or the actions
of a marked rascal may have suggested a suspicion of
his secret motives, though at the time collateral cir-
cumstances observed that misgiving, leaving only a
vague, unexplained uneasiness as the direct result of
such experiences. But in sleep that impression re-
asserts itself with a force freed from the interference of
prejudice, and for a moment removes the mask of
false appearances ; the sleeper receives a " warning."
Similar warnings often correct the impressions of false
hope. Impending perils may cast a shadow persist-
ently ignored in a waking state, while the mind is
by the influence of a self-deluding optimism—the wish
that is father to the belief in the insignificance of the
threatening danger. But in sleep the voice of the
monitor cannot be silenced by such illusions, and
warning forebodings often take the form of distinct
visions, repeated with a vividness and frequency which
at last cannot fail to influence the actions of the indi-
vidual, in spite of all waking sophisms. I remember
the instance of an American family that had settled in
"
the northern uplands of Cameron County, Texas, but
before the end of a year removed to the vicinity of a
larger settlement, and sold their half completed home
for reasons that remained a mystery to their upland
neighbors. "We had selected that building-site after
a good deal of prospecting," the first proprietor of
that house told me a few years later, "and at first it
seemed a puzzle to me that nobody had pre-empted
it long ago. It was a broad hill with a fine prospect
east and south; we had an abundance of timber, fine
range, two good springs, and a ledge of soft limestone
within a thousand yards of the house, where you could
shape out building- stone with a common saw. I never
could hope to find better neighbors ; they actually got
up a picnic to celebrate our arrival, so glad they were
tohave English-speaking folks within visiting distance.
We had every prospect of getting an improved road
and a post office, and three months after our first en-
try I would not have sold that homestead for ten times
my direct expenses. But about half a year after, that
ranch seemed a haunted place and I didn't feel at
rest day or night though people that know me are not
likely to call me superstitious. I never was a fraid of
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darkness even when I was a bo}' and a swarm of
ghosts would not scare me worth a cent. But one
night, about a week after I had got home from a trip
to Brownsville Landing, I dreamt our house was
tackled by a gang of Greaser bushwhackars (Mexican
bandits) and that they shot me down and killed my
little boy with a club, and then loaded their horses
with everything they could move. Two nights after
I had exactly that same dream over again, and I could
see every stick and stone in our yard, when I tried to
make a break for our next neighbor and was shot
down just as I rushed through the gate. I noticed the
very horses and saddles of that gang and could have
recognized every one of them if I had met them in
daylight, and I now do believe that I did see them
somehow or other on that trip to the Landing. The
idea began to haunt me when that dream had come
back for the third time, though I never said a word ; but
one morning my wife seemed uneasy till all our farm-
hands had started to work, and then asked me to come
out in the garden for a minute. "Do you think there
kre any robbers in this neighborhood?" she asked me
when we were quite alone. "Why, did you see or
hear anything suspicious ?" I asked her back. "No,
but I had such a strange dream last night," said she,
with a sort of a shudder, " I dreamt a gang of Mexicans
came to our house and made me run for my life, and
just before I got through the door I saw them knock
down little Tommy with a club." " Didn't I help you?"
I laughed. "I don't know," she said, "I saw you col-
lar one of them, and I kept calling for you in English
to save yourself, but just as you dashed through the
gate I heard the crack of a shotgun and then I fainted."
I made no reply, but that minute I felt that we
couldn't stay no longer, and two weeks after I made
up my mind to move to Indianola. There were no
Mexicans in our immediate neighborhood at that hill-
farm, and no serious robbery had happened anywhere
nearer than Casa Blanca, but I felt that I had to look
for a new home if I expected to get an hour's peace,
and it often seemed to me that I was doing a sin if I
let my little boy out of sight for ten minutes. So we
made up an excuse about schools and post offices and
managed to sell our pretty place for a few hundred.
The neighbors thought I must be half crazy, but I
couldn't help it; and just ten weeks after we were
gone we got the news of that Pancho Parras massacre.
The whole neighborhood had been sacked and out-
raged, and as I know my boy, I am now morally cer-
tain that he would have stood his ground and got him-
self killed, if he had seen any brute lay hands on his
mother."
The very homeliness of that account impressed me
with a conviction of its absolute truth, and on the
whole I consider it the most characteristic instance of
what Artemidoros would have called " theorematic
dreams." Moorish chronicles, though, relate that in
726, or nearly five years before the date of the fatal
expedition, the Chalif Abderahman had an interview
with a hermit who gave him a detailed description of
the battle-field of Tours and all the particulars of the
disastrous defeat which had been revealed to him in a
prophetic dream. The Earl of Stafford, too, is said to
have been warned by the dream of his Scotch gar-
dener, who was subject to that sort of second sight,
and once told his master that he had seen him in his
sleep, addressing a large assembly from the top of a
raised platform. " There were three other chief's
standing up alongside of my lord," said the gardener,
" one of them looked like a priest but I could not
make out the two others." Hibbert's "sketches of the
philosophy of apparitions" give a circumstantial ac-
count of a vision in which a lady—at that time in the
enjoyment of tolerable health—had the day and the
very hour of her death revealed by a dream, which she
communicated to a few of her intimate friends ; and
even Goethe in his autobiography {Dichtiiiig uiui
Wahrheii, Vol. XI) relates a vision which eight years
after was verified on that very spot, and under cir-
cumstances which at once recalled the details of that
second sight apparition.
Such details are no doubt often suggested by sen-
sory impressions received in a waking state, out of
which the mind, pre-occupied by other thoughts, had
at the time failed to take special cognizance. Miss
Cobbe, in a contribution to MacMillan's Magazine,
relates a verj' suggestive instance of that kind from
the experience of a British office, engaged in the pur-
suit of a gang of Hindoostan bandits. His wife, who
accompanied him on that expedition, one morning
urgently entreated him to leave his camp in a certain
jungle, where she had been " haunted by the sight of
dead men." The very next day the officer's skirmishers
discovered the traces of a new-made grave, and after
removing a shallow stratum of leaves and sand, dis-
interred not less than fourteen corpses. " It is very
conceivable," remarks Miss Cobbe, "that the horrible
vision was suggested by the foul odor of death. Had
the lady been in a state of mesmeric trance, the same
occurrence would, no doubt, be quoted as a splendid
instance of supernatural revelation."
An even clearer proof of the sensory source of
certain dream-visions is related in Dr. Carpenter's
anecdote of a traveling magistrate who, "having been
retained, before his elevation to the bench, in a case
which was to be tried in the North of England, he
slept at the house of one of the parties in it, and dreamt
through the night that lizards were crawling over him.
He could not imagine what had suggested such an
idea to his mind, until, on going into the apartment in
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which he had passed the evening, he noticed a mantel-
piece clock, on the base of which were figures of
crawling lizards. This he must have seen without
noticing it, and the sight must have left a ' trace ' in
his brain, though it left nc record in his conscious
memory."
In the tableaux vivatits of the sleeping brain, such
scenes are often interwoven with those " allegoric vis-
ions " which form the large plurality of prophetic
dreams, and the main topic of modern and mediaeval
commentaries, though the most curious instance on
record is a tradition of classic antiquit}'.' When the
island-king Polycrates was invited to visit the Persian
satrap of Sardis, his daughter, as a biographer of the
accomplished despot informs us, had a dream in which
she saw her father annointed by Apollo and washed
by the hands of Jupiter. The horrible significance of
that dream was revealed at Sardis when the treacher-
ous satrap had the king crucified in an open field,
where the burning sun covered him with sw^at, and a
thunderstorm with rain.
The daimon of Socrates predicted only evil but
never happy events
;
yet monitory dreams, prompted
by the ever-active instinct of self-preservation, are by
no means limited to "warnings." They occasionally
assume the form of attractive visions, and I remember
the comments of a consumptive, who had contracted
his fatal disease by an excess of indoor work, and de-
scribed the tantalizing dreams which for years tor-
mented him with visions of highland scenes and wav-
ing forest-trees. " On awakening in the morning," he
said, " I often found my pillow drenched with tears,
and there were days 'when I felt that I could have
cheerfully renounced my city comforts and started for
the Sierras to share the pot-luck of a hunter's cabin,
if the dread of my father's temper had not prevented
me. After my lungs had been ruined," he added, with
a sigh, " those visions never came back. I fear they
hadfailed to serve their purpose and gave me up for
lost."
The popular belief that appealing dreams limit
their mission to the prediction of perils, may be ex-
plained by the circumstance that the significance of
inviting visions is less apt to be strikingly revealed
by eventual experience. Warning dreams are forcibly
recalled b}' the supervention of the threatening event,
whether or no the warning should have prompted the
adoption of timely precautions. Attractive intuitions
of dream-life, on the other hand, are apt to be mistaken
for prefigurative,- rather than monitory visions, and
even if they should fail to be heeded, their real pur-
pose may never be suspected, or reveal itself only in
the vague longings which transiently haunt our wak-
ing hours, like the echo of a distant voice.
SPACE AND TIME.
In his Critique of Pure Reason (Part I, Section I),
Kant proposes the question : " What then are time
and space ? Are they real existences ?" And he an-
swers in the'negative. He says :
"If we ascribe objective reality to these forms of representa-
tion, it becomes impossible to avoid changing every thing into
mere appearance. For if we regard space and time as properties,
which must be found in objects as things in themselves, as sine
quibus non of the possibility of their existence, and reflect on the
absurdities in which we then find ourselves involved, inasmuch as
we are compelled to admit the existence of two infinite things,
which are nevertheless not substances, nor any thing really inher-
ing in substances, nay, to admit that they are the necessary con-
ditions of the existence of all things, and moreover, that they must
continue to exist, although all existing things were annihilated,
—
we cannot blame the good Berkeley for degrading bodies to mere
illusory appearances. Nay, even our own existence, which would
in this case depend upon the self-existent reality of such a mere
nonentity as time, would necessarily be changed with it into mere
appearance— an absurdity which no one has as yet been guilty of."
Space and time, Kant declares, are nothing else
than forms, the one of our external the other of our
internal sense. They are not real, they are ideal.
We agree with Kant that space and time are ideal,
not real in so far as they are no things, no objects,, but
abstract conceptions. Space of itself apart from ex-
tended, extending or moving things, and time of itself
apart from changes do as little exist as matter of itself
or force of itself. Space does not extend, but things
extend and move; and their extension is space. Time
does not change but things are changing ; their change,
or rather the measure of their change, is time. With-
out extended things no space, and without motion or
change no time. We disagree from Kant in so far as
he says that space and time are the forms of the think-
ing subject only. He denies that they are properties
inhering in the objects, because, he maintains, they
cannot have been abstracted from reality. If they
were abstracted from reality, he argues, mathematics
would be an experimental, yet no transcendental, /. e.
formal, science, and we could never attribute to math-
ematics absolute validity (rigid necessity and univer-
salit}'). Kant explains his .position as follows :
" Those who maintain the absolute reality of time and space,
whether as essentially subsisting, or only inhering, as modifications,
in things, must find themselves at utter variance with the princi-
ples of experience itself. For, if they decide for the first view,
and make space and time into substances, this being the side taken
by matliematical natural philosophers, they must admit two self-
subsisting nonentities, infinite and eternal, which exist (yet without
there being any thing real) for the purpose of containing in them-
selves every thing that is real.
"If they adopt the second view of inherence, which is pre-
ferred by some metaphysical natural philosophers, and regard
space and time as relations (contiguity in space or succession in
time), abstracted from experience, though represented confusedly
in this state of separation, they find themselves in that case neces-
sitated to deny the validity of mathematical doctrines a priori in
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reference to real things (for example, in space),—at all events their
apodeictic certainty. For such certainty cannot be found in an
<! posteriori proposition ; and the conceptions a priori of space and
time are, according to this opinion, mere creations o£ the imagi-
nation, having their source really in experience."
From this standpoint Kant concludes :
"I maintain that the properties of space and time, in con-
formity to which I set both, as the condition of their existence,
abide in my mode of intuition, and not in the objects in them-
selves."
Taking this position that space and time are forms
of our cognition merely, not of things, Kant accepts
the inevitable consequence that
" The question, 'What are objects considered as things in
themselves ?,' remains unanswerable even after the most thorough
examination of the phenomenal world "
If Kant were right in his solution of the problem,
the question " How does the constitution of thinking
subjects universally, (so far as we can judge), happen
to have such forms of space and time as they are,"
would be unanswerable. Could we not, or at least
some of us—of living beings
—
just as well have a con-
stitution of four-dimensional space ? And if so, how
would in that case our conception of four dimensional
space tally with actual space ?
If space inhered, as Kant maintains, in the thinking
subject only, special relations and laws would appear
different to four-dimensional beings. Kepler's third
law for instance, that "the squares of the times of
revolution of the planets are always proportional to
the cubes of their mean distances from the sun,"
would to them most probably appear as " the cubes of
their times of revolution being proportional to their
mean distances taken to the fourth power." To us a
right-angled solid that measures two inches in each of
its dimensions, {viz., a cube) contains eight cubic inches.
A four-dimensional being would be sure that a right-
angled solid that measures in all its dimensions two
inches must necessarily contain sixteen four- dimen-
sional inches. Anybody who denies that such radical
changes would take place in the objects of the phe-
nomenal world, must inevitably admit that tridimen-
sionality is not merely our "mode of intuition," but an
inherent qualit)' of matter.
If the form of matter is tridimensional it is natural
that beings whose bodies are built up of tridimen-
sional matter will be able to ascertain the tridimen-
sionality of their world by experiments of mere inner
experience. Taking up space themselves, they can
b)' mere reflexion determine how many dimensions
actually exist. Kant does not distinguish such in-
ternal experimenting from reasoning a priori. Rea-
soning a priori should be strictly limited to pure
formal thought, while experiments are and remain a
matter of experience whether they are executed on
phenomena of the outer world or whether the subject
experiments on or within his own body, which after
all, like the rest of things, is an object in the phe-
nomenal world.
If Kant had investigated the problem of the a
priori (of formal thought), he would have found that
the forms of our cognition naturally grow with expe-
rience, and that we acquire them indeed by abstraction.
Consequentl)', absolute apriority which Kant attributes
to space can not be granted it. Our mathematical
laws possess absolute rigidity and universality for tri-
dimensional space and as a system of third degree
they are a priori, i. c, pure formal thought, but the
fact that space is tridimentional is exclusively a matter
of experience.
How much of experience enters into our concep-
tion of space can be seen from the following logical
sj'llogism :
Premissa m.\jor :
The formal laws of a system of third degree apply to
any system of third degree with rigidity and univer-
sality,
as we know a priori (/. e., from pure reason, or formal
thought, from inner reflection upon the laws of pure
form).
Premissa minor :
Actual space being tridimensional is a system of
third degree,
as we know by experience and can prove b}' experi-
ment.
Ergo :
The formal laws of third degree apply to space with
rigidity and universality.
*
Kant, in his argument, identifies ' ideal ' and ' sub-
jective.' The conception of space being an abstract
idea and its being to some extent formal thought, does
not at all compel us to deny that actual space is
a real (although by no means a material) property in
objects.
Kant sa3's;
"The proposition, "All objects are beside each other in
space," is valid only under the limitation that these things are
taken as objects of our sensuous intuition. But if I join the condi-
tion to the conception, and say, ' all things, as external p/ienomena,
are beside each other in space,' then the rule is valid universally,
and without any limitation.
" Our expositions, consequently, teach the reality (i. e. the ob-
jective validity) of space in regard of all phenomena which can be
presented to us externally as objects, and at the same time also the
ideality of space in regard to objects when they are considered by
means of reason as things in themselves, that is, without reference
to the constitution of our sensibility. We maintain, therefore, the
empirical ideality of space in regard to all possible external expe-
rience although we must admit its transcendental ideality, in other
words, that it is nothing, so soon as we withdraw the condition
upon which the possibility of all experience depends, and look
upon space as something that belongs to things in themselves."
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Whether space and time apply to " things in them-
selves " must be considered from the standpoint of
monism as an idle question, since "things in them-
selves " do not exist.
In contradistinction to Kant's view we maintain:
The nature of our cognition is such that space can
not but appear tridimensional to us. Our existence is
tridimensional, and for that very reason our cognition
is tridimensional also. Our existence, however, is a
part of the whole of reality and our life is a phenomenon
among many other innumerable processes of nature.
Consequently we look upon the forms of our existence
as upon a specimen, so to speak, of the forms of exis-
tence in general.
It does not lie within the scope of our problem to
enter into the details of the growth of space-concep-
tion. There is but one way for a living being to
acquire the idea of space, and that is by motion—not
only through the observation of moving bodies, but
also and chiefly through self-motion. If we were im-
movably fixed to one spot, we would have no concep-
tion of space or at least a very dim one. Only while
moving ourselves, can we measure distances, and by
measuring we form our ideas about space. If this is
true, and 1 think it can be proved experimentally, the
definition of space as " the possibility of motion in all
directions " will be justified. That the different senses
having a different kind of motion, will have different
measures for space is obvious. The most primitive
method of the different senses in judging of distances
is the remembrance of the effort necessary to pass
through it from one end to the other. Errors are cor-
rected by a comparison among the results of the dif-
ferent senses and may be altogether avoided by the
application of a standard measure in which all dis
tances can be expressed. p. c.
CORRESPONDENCE.
THE SINGLE TAX AND GEORGEISM.
To Ihe Editor of The Open Court:—
Mr. George made a blunder by going to England and leaving
his doctrine loose in the hands of his disciples. They have given
it so many emendations and explanations that he will hardly know
it when he gets home. If he could read the thirty or forty de-
fenses of it which have appeared in The Open Court he would
laugh at their paradoxical ingenuity. He would exclaim with that
Maryland farmer, " Friends of the single tax had better stop ex-
plaining."
The most condensed explanation of the single tax doctrine is
given by Mr. Hugh O. Pentecost in The Open Court, No. 85. I
will first notice that. He says :
" If Wheelbarrow cannot separate the idea of 'the value of land from the
land,' as he confesses, he certainly ought to understand that one piece of
land has more renting value than another, and he ought to understand so
simple a proposition as having ground-rent and nothing else paid into the
public treasury. That is all there is to the ' George Theory.' "
Very good ! That simplifies the debate. Mr. Pentecost is of
high authority as a commentator on the gospel according to
George. If Mr. George left the key to his problem in the hands
of any man, he left it in the hands of Mr. Pentecost. I must
therefore consider his interpretation orthodox although it is
hardly consistent with the original text as written by Mr. George
himself. Mr. Pentecost gives us a very narrow definition of Mr.
George's claim. Mr. George expands the ground-rtiit project until
it includes the confiscation of all the value of all the land. This is
practically the confiscation of the land ; and the communists of
Europe and America understand it so. Mr. George himself un-
derstands it so. In proof of this I quote his very words, as I find
them on page 302 of " Protection or Free Trade."
" Now it is evident that, in order to take for the use of the community the
whole income arising from land, just as effectually as it could be taken by for-
mally appropriating and lettiugout tlie land, \\. is only necessary to abolish,
one after another, all other taxes now levied, and to increase the tax on land
values till it reaches, as near as may be, the full annu.d value of the land."*
Can confiscation be declared in plainer words than those ?
They are copied from Webster's dictionary, where Confiscation is
defined as " Appropriating to the public use." Why quibble over
words and phrases such as "single tax," " ground rent, " "land
values," and similar labels on the bottle, when Mr. George de-
clares that the remedy in the bottle will " take for the use of the
community the whole income arising from land, just as effectually
as it could be taken by fonnally appropriating and letting out the
land?" "It is only ground-renl, " sa.ys Mr. Pentecost, after the
manner of Leroy Carter, a comrade of mine, who was arrested for
killing a pig. "Did you kill that pig ? " said the colonel ; "No,
sir," said Carter, " I did not. He came smelling around the tent,
so I just riin my bayonet through him, and he died." It is only
ground-rent, but it appropriates the land. We do not propose to
kill Tom Clark, we shall only just playfully run him through with
a bayonet.
The popularity of Mr. George's theory lies in the extravagant
claim he makes for its beneficence. I have been criticized for say-
ing that the millennium is included in his plan Let us examine
his most recent utterance on the subject. A few weeks ago Mr.
George wrote a letter to the Chicago Times, in which he said :
" The single tax reform is the most pressing. This is the one great reform
that by relieving industry of all burdens and preventing the monopolization
of the one element necessary to all production and all life will enormously
increase production, will secure an equitable distribution of wealth, will solve
the labor question, which lies at the root of all our social and religious diffi-
culties, will make Christianity possible, will give the masse? of men opportu-
nity for more than a struggle to exist, and will open the way for an advance to
a far higher and grander civilization."
If that is not the millennium, what is it ? Does Mr. Pente-
cost believe that such tremendous results are to be obtained by the
application to society of the insignificant porous plaster which he
calls ground-rent ? Does he believe that his fly-blister will draw
the inflammation from the body-politic, allay the social fever, solve
the labor question, and " make Christianity possible?" Is not
Christianity possible now ? And does it not exist in many
different forms ? If the full promise of Christianity has not yet
been realized, will it come through the diminutive device called
ground-rent ? The towering pretensions of Mr. Henry George
are brought by Mr. Pentecost to an anti-climax when he declares
that ground-rent paid into the public treasury "is all there is to
the George Theory." All that is needed now to " make Christi-
anity possible" is a little ground-rent.
Mr. George ridicules the protectionists for trying to make
people rich by taxing them, yet he attempts the same impossible
feat in a tenfold more difficult and exaggerated form. He actually
says that a single tax on land values amounting to the " w/w/e in-
come" of the land and its " full annual value " would benefit the
farmer. This contradiction is the illusive creed of multitudes, as
appears from the letters in The Open Court.
* The italics are mine.
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Let us see how Mr. George's plan would enrich Tom Clark
He would be taxed S8 or Sio. for his farm according to the
Georgeian assessor. But some new comers would be willing to pay
more for God's bounty and Mr. Clark would be evicted. Those
who can separate the land value from the land will perhaps tell
him how he can take his improvements along. You declare that
Tom Clark may sell his improvements. You can even force him
to sell ; but you can force nobody to buy them.
I agree that land values may be taxed ; but I maintain that
they cannot be seized and sold in satisfaction of the taxes, any
more than a crack in the wall of a house can be taken in execution
for the rent. All taxes upon land values are ideal in their assess-
ment ; they are actual and real in their collection. They attach
to the realty, the land, and if not paid, the land itself, and not the
land value, is sold by the sheriff. Therefore all taxes upon land
values are taxes upon land. To assert that they are friendly to
the soil itself, is to repeat in a new form the apology for the cut-
worm, who merely attacks the wheat, but is careful not to injure
the land.
The state of New York e g. must bear a very large burden of tax-
alion, and it is not statesmanship but sentiment which proposes to
obtain the money by a tax on land values irrespective of the im-
provements on the land. According to the ratio of population, the
state of New York must pay twenty-seven million dollars annually
in taxes to the national government alone, although according to
the ratio of wealth the share of that state would greatly exceed
that sum. How could the money be, raised by a tax on land values
alone, in addition to the sums necessary to defray the vast ex-
penses of the State, County, and Township governments ? Men'
live in dreamland who think to benefit the New York farmer by
levying all taxes upon land values, and exempting from taxation
all the personal property of that opulent state, all the money,
bonds, banks, railroads, ships, factories, stocks of goods, and all
buildings of every description whatsoever. There is not in all
dupedom a more deceitful vision than (hat of a farmer growing
rich by the exemption from taxation of all kinds of property except
his own.
I should like to continue but I must stop here to day because
it will take me a few days of hard study to answer your Dakota
correspondent who can see no moral distinction between stealing
horses, and investing capital in land ; and that Ohio critic who
says that Mr. George is not after Tom Clark, but his children ;
and that Chicago man who desires to encourage Tom Clark in
making improvements on his farm by exempting everybody and
everything from taxation e.xcept land owners and land values ; and
that Massachusetts economist who tells us that the abolition of
poverty is only a " side issue."
Mr. Pentecost sees no difference between the proportion of
land taxation and Georgeism. But I see a difference. 'While I con-
sider the one feasable, I think that the latter is fantastical.
Wheelbarrow.
BOOK REVIEWS.
Passe Rose. Arthur Sterlnirm Hardy. Boston ; Houghton, Mifflin
& Co.
Mr. Hardy's first attempt in fiction, " But Yet a Woman,"
published a few years ago was a delight and surprise to all who
read it, and gave rise to agreeable expectation concerning bis future
work. Passe Rose, in its locale and general plot is a complete con-
trast to his first work and proves him an accomplished writer of
pure romance. A fine poetic sensibility marks all of the charac-
terizations, while the descriptions of the semi-sivilized and pic-
turesque life of the age of Robert G, Tans gives an ideal grace and
charm to every page. • c. p. w.
We have received from the SocUte Royale Malacologiqiie of
Belgium the annual reports for 1887, constituting the twenty-
second volume of Series I'V (Brussels; P. Weissenbuch). The
work opens with a continuation of M. Cossmann's illustrated cata-
logue of the fossil shells of the Eocene epoch in the environs of
Paris ; the cuts are appended to the volume. M. Cossmann's
immoire occupies most of the volume. M. Edgar A. Smith has
some remarks upon the terrestrial shells of Sumatra, Java, and
Borneo ; M. E. Perijens, upon the Bryozoa of the Tasmajdan, at
Belgrade. The various catalogues, discussions, and remarks upon
malacological subjects embodied in the work, will be of undoubted
value to specialists at home.
The Liberal Hymn Book, edited by Eliza Boardman Burnz, (24
Clinton Place, New York) is a small paper-bound volume, ea=iily
carried in the vest-pocket The songs contained in the little book
are adapted to popular tunes ; they are designated for use in liberal
meetings and liberal homes, being as the editress says, "a very
effective means for extending the domain of free-thought." The
collection comprises some of our most familiar popular hymns,
and many selections from Whittier, TenUyson, Longfellow, and
others. Apropos of the occurrence of the word God in different
passages, the editress defines Him to be man's highest conception
of what is noblest and best in the universe or in humanity — " the
totality of all Good." The orthography is a slight modification of
the system of the American Spelling Reform Association ; a being
omitted from ea in such words as hed, helth ; e omitted after a
short vowel, as in hav, giv
; y written for ph, as in fonograf ; ed
changed to t, when it has the sound of /, etc.
The Future of Morality as Affected by the Decay of Prevalent
Religious Beliefs, is the title of a concise pamphlet of 16 pages, by
Mr. M. S. Gilliland {London : Watts & Co.). The author first ex-
amines the nature of morality. He finds it to be "a particular
kind of conduct, rendered necessary by the nature of man and the
conditions of his existence, and made pleasureable by the persist-
ence of that necessity ; both necessity and pleasure being appre-
ciable by human faculty, uninstructed by supernatural revelation."
Tracing, then, the connection betsveen morality and religion, the
latter is found to be the " reflection of the intellect and character
of the believers." Morality, thus, is declared to be entirely "in-
dependent of religion in its origin, basis, and sanction." We have
no cause for anxiety, says the author, as we face the breaking up
of creeds, nor should we fear the results of a dis-sociation of mo-
rality from religion. Ours must be an earnest endeavor to appre-
hend the moral order of the universe ; and fearless fidelity to the
convictions we thus gain.
NOTES.
St. George Mivart, late professor of biology at University
College, Kensington, the author of "Genesis of Species," opposes
in the Forum for May Darwinism and the ethics derived from Dar-
winism on moral grounds.
The Century Magazine for May will contain richly illustrated
essays on " Samoa : The Isles of the Navigators," by H. W. Whit-
acker ; on "Our Relations to Samoa," by George H. Bates; on
" The Tuscarora's Mission to Samoa," by James T. McKay. 'Ver-
estchagin's picture of the wailing place of the Jews is published
among the illustrations of the article " Round About Jerusalem,"
by Edward L. Wilson.
The May number of the Magazine of American History brings
another entertaining chapter of fresh Centennial information,
"Washington's Historic Luncheon in Elizabeth," with very unique
pictorial attractions. As usual, it is a specimen of typographical
beauty—in the artistic elegance of its printing it holds the highest
rank in the magazine field. Price, S5 a year. Published 743
Broadway, New York City.
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THE LOST MANUSCRIPT.*
BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.
CHAPTER XXXV. — Continued.
" Yonder at the top, below the rafters," said the
Princess to the Professor, " the whole space is
crammed with old household furniture. I could not
restrain my curiosity, so yesterday I just peeped into
the room ; the things lie heaped up in wild confusion ;
we shall have much work."
The Professor examined with pleasure the well-
preserved stone-work of the arched doors and the ar-
tistic work of the old-time lock-smith. Little had been
done in modern times to make the walls look respect-
able or to repair damage ; but any one who took
interest in the chisel and carving tools of the old
builders, might perceive everywhere with pleasure that
the tower could easily be changed into a masterpiece
of ancient style.
The servant opened the door into the Princess's
rooms. These also were simply arranged. The broken
painted glass of the small window had been repaired
with panes coarsely painted ; only fragments of the
old pictures still adhered to the lead.
" There is still much to be done here," explained
the Princess ; " and we shall gradually have everything
arranged within the next few years."
The clatter of the Castellan's keys were heard in the
anteroom, and the Professor turned towards the door.
" One moment's patience," cried the Princess, and
she flew into an adjoining room. She returned in a
grey cloak with a hood, which enveloped her in its
folds, only the delicate face, the large beaming eyes,
and smiling mouth being visible.
"It is only in this gnome costume that I venture to
approach the dusty spirits of the lumber-room."
They ascended to the highest story. While the
Castellan was picking out the key from the bunch, the
Professor eagerly examined the door, and remarked,
"More beautiful mouldings by your old lock-smith."
" I have hopes," said the Princess.
" Everything looks that way," replied the learned
man.
The heavy door creaked on its hinges, and a large
room presented itself to the eyes of the searchers. A
bright light shone through the narrow openings in the
wall upon the mysterious apartment; atoms of dust were
seen whirling about in the straight shafts of air, while
before and beyond all was confusion wrapt in semi-
darkness.' Old furniture was piled up in hopeless con-
fusion
;
gigantic wardrobes with broken doors, heavy
tables with balls for feet, chairs with straight backs
and leather cushions, from which the horsehair bris-
tled out ; together with fragments of old weapons, hal-
berds, corroded greaves, and rusty helmets. Indis-
* Translation copyrighted.
tinct and vague, the forms appeared among each other:
legs of chairs, flat pieces of wood with inlaid work,
and heaps of old iron lying all around. It was a chaos
of frippery, the artistic products of many centuries.
Their hand touched the table at which a contemporary
of Luther had sat ; their foot pushed against a chest
which had been broken open by Croats and Swede ; or
against the white lacquered chair, with moth-eaten
velvet cushions, on which a court lady had once sat, in
a hoop dress, with powdered hair. Now all lay to-
gether in desolate heaps, the cast-off husks of former
generations, half destroyed and quite forgotten ; empty
chrysales, from which the butterflies had flown. All
were covered with a grey shroud of dust—the last ashes
of vanished life. What once had form and body, now,
crushed into powder, whirled about in the air; clouds
of dust opposed the entrance of those who came to
disturb its possession ; it hung to the hair and clothes
of the living intruders, and glided slowly through the
open door to the rooms, where varied colors and bril-
liant ornament surrounded the inmates, in order there
to carry on the endless struggle of the past with the
present—the quiet struggle that is daily renewed in
great and small things which makes new things old,
and finally dissolves the old in order that it may help
to nourish the germ of youthful life.
The Professor glanced like a hawk amidst the legs
of tables and chairs in the dusky background.
" Some things have lately been removed from here,"
he said ; "there has been some sweeping among the
furniture in the front."
"I yesterday endeavored to clean a little," said
the Castellan, " because your Highness expressed a
wish to enter here ; but we have not gone far."
" Have you ever formerly examined the furniture
in this room ? " asked the Professor.
" No," replied the man. " I was only placed here
last year by his Highness the Sovereign."
" Is there any catalogue of the things ? " said the
Professor.
The man said there was not.
"Do you know if there are chests or trunks here? "
" I think I have observed something of the kind,"
replied the Castellan.
"Fetch the workmen to move the things," ordered
the Princess. "To-day every part or this attic shall be
examined."
The Castellan hastened down. The Professor en-
deavored again to peep among the piled- up masses,
but the glaring light from above dazzled his ej'es.
He looked at the princely child ; she was standing in
a costume of bright color at the door, like the fairy of
the castle, who has ascended into the dwelling of the
grey-bearded spirits of the house in order to accept
their homage.
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" It will be a long work, and j'our Highness will
not like the dragging about of the dusty furniture."
"I will remain with you," exclaimed the Princess;
"however contemptibly small may be my share in the
discovery, I will not give it up."
Both were silent. The scholar moved about im-
patiently among the chairs. Moths fluttered in the
clouds of dust, and a brown martin flew out from the
nest which it had built in a corner of the window. All
was still ; there was no sound but a slight regular
tapping, like a pendulum striking the hour, in the des-
olate room.
"That is the death-watch," whispered the Princess.
" The wood-worm is doing its work in the serv-
ice of nature, it dissolves what is decayed, into its ele-
ments."
The sound ceased, but after a time began to tick
again, then a second ; they tapped and gnawed inces-
santly, down, down, and further down ! Over the
heads of the searchers the jackdaws were croaking,
and further off the song of the nightingale sounded
softly upon the labor of those who were unearthing the
past.
The workmen came; they brought one article after
another to the front of the room. Thicker rose the
discoloring dust ; the Princess took refuge in the ante-
room, but the Professor did not leave his post. He
worked hard himself, raising and arranging things in
the front row. He went back for a moment to the
door to take breath, the Princess received him laughing.
" You have undergone a complete transformation.
You look as if you had been awaiting resurrection in
this room, and I do not think I look much better."
" I see a chest," said the Professor, and hastened
back. Another confused medley of chairs' legs and
backs were lifted away, and the workmen laid hold of
a little chest which stood in the dark. " Set it down,"
ordered the Castellan, who quickly passed a large
brush over it. It was carried to the light and appeared
to be a trunk of pine wood with an arched top ; the oil
color of the paint had disappeared in many places.
There were iron clamps at the corners, and a rusty
key that held fast the staple of the lock, but hung
loosely in the wood. On the cover of the chest, which
was dusty and worn, a black ' 2 ' was visible. The Pro-
fessor had the chest put at the feet of the Princess.
He pointed to the cipher.
" This is probably one of the chests that the official
of Rossau sent to the castle Solitude," he said, with as-
sumed composure, but his voice trembled.
The Princess knelt down and endeavored to raise
the cover, the lock broke away from the wood, and the
chest opened.
Above lay a thick book, bound in parchment.
Quickly the Professor pounced upon it, like a lion on
his prey, but he laid it down again immediately. It
was an old missal, written on parchment, the cover
damaged and torn, the layers of parchment hung
loosely in the book. He put his hand again in the
chest, a torn hunting net filled the remaining space ;
beside that some damaged cross-bows, a bundle of
arrows, and small iron-work. He raised himself, his
cheeks were pale, his eyes glowed.
"This is No. 2, where is No. i,"he exclaimed.
He hurried back into the room, the Princess followed.
"Forward, men," he cried out, "fetch the other trunk."
The men continued their work.
" There is something here," said one of the work-
men ; the Professor hastened to the spot, raised and
drew it out, it was only an empty chest.
The work went on. The Marshal also had been
brought here by curiosity ; he eagerly viewed the old
furniture, and caused those pieces to be placed to-
gether, which, according to his idea, might be mended
and used in the castle. The staircase was filled with
household goods, and one of the servants' rooms was
opened that the old things might be deposited in it.
An hour had passed, the room became more empty,
the sun was sinking, its rays reflected the image of the
opening in the wall on the opposite side ; the other
chest was not to be found.
" Remove everything," said the Professor, " even
to the last piece of wood.
A heap of old lances, broken glasses and pottery
were fetched out of the corner, also broken legs of
tables, split pieces of veneered wood, and in the cor-
ner a great pewter tankard :— the space was clear.
On the floor lay gnawed pieces on which the death-
watch had already done its work.
The Professor entered the door again.
" This room is cleared," he said, with forced com-
posure, to the Castellan. " Open the next room."
"I do not believe that you will find anything in it,"
replied the weary man. "You will only find old
shelves and stoves there that formerly stood in the
castle."
" Let us go in," said the Professor.
The Castellan opened the door hesitatingly ; a
second room, still larger and less inviting, came to
view ; sooty earthen pans, bricks, and slabs of slate,
lay mountain-high at the entrance, and over these
were wooden tools that probably had been used in the
last repairs of the castle.
" I am glad to see this," said the Marshal ; "such
a load on the upper story is wrong. This lumber
must be taken out of the tower."
The Professor had ascended a hill of slate slabs,
and was seeking in the darkness for another trunk, but
the chaos was too great.
" I will have it cleared out immediately," said the
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Marshal, consolingly, " but it may take a long time
;
we shall hardly get through to-day."
The Professor looked imploringl}' at the Princess.
" Get more people," she commanded.
" Even with that it will soon be dark," replied the
Marshal, prudently. " We shall see how far we can
get. At all events the Professor may betimes to-mor-
row find the entrance prepared."
" Meanwhile let us shake the dust from our clothes,"
said the Princess, "and come into my library ; it lies
just under us, you can there overlook the work of the
people who are clearing away. The chest shall be
conveyed into my library. I will take it with me, and
shall expect you."
Two men carried No. 2 into the library, and the
Professor went unwilling to his room to dress.
The Princess walked about the room where the old
chest had been placed, awaiting the return of the
scholar. With a heavy heart she looked forw'ard to
meeting him ; she concealed in her soul a wish and a
commission. The Sovereign had taken leave of her
this time with more kindness than he had done for
years ; before her departure, he had led her into a side
room and spoken to her about Werner.
" You know that one cannot leave too much to
honest Bergau ; I should be glad if you will also do
your best to keep the learned man with us. I have
got accustomed to him in this short time and would
unwillingly miss his enlivening societj'. But I do not
think of myself alone. I am becoming old, and such
a rrian would be of the greatest value to your brother
for his whole life—a man in full vigor, who is always
collected and calm in the midst of our distracting
doings : I therefore wish this intimacy to be preserved
and increased for you both : for you also, Sidonie. I
have seen with especial satisfaction how enthusiastic-
ally you enter into the studies of our learned men.
Your mind will not be sufficiently interested with the
twittering of the well-mannered birds who surround
us ; some assistance from a talented person will open
to you a nobler conception of the world. Endeavor to
gain this man : every kind of burdensome duty shall
be spared to him ; what now makes his position un-
certain shall be removed as soon as he is installed
with us. I do not insist upon your speaking to him,
I only wish it ; and I wish you to believe that in this
also I am thinking of your future."
Without doubt this was the case.
The Princess had listened to the words of her father
with the quiet criticism that was customary between
such near relations. But the words of the Sovereign
on this occasion met with such an echo in her soul,
that she expressed her willingness to speak to Mr.
Werner.
"If you undertake this," the Sovereign said, in
conclusion, " you must not do it by halves. Employ'
all the mild influence that 5'ou can exercise over him,
obtain his square word and promise for whatever he is
inclined to accede to."
The Princess now thought over these words with
disquietude. Ah ! she would gladly have conveyed to
the heart of this much valued man the wishes of her
own, but she felt annoyed and perplexed that her
secret feelings should be made subservient to the will
of another.
The Professor entered the library of the Princess
;
he gave a glance at the casts and books which were
lying about, just unpacked and unarranged, and
began :
" When one's hopes have been so much raised, it
is difficult to bear suspense. One cannot help laugh-
ing over the mocking accident which brings us in con-
tact with a monk whose work is of no value, and with-
holds from us that of the other which is of immeasur-
able importance."
The Princess pointed with her hand to the door :
outside were heard the steps of people carrying some-
thing.
" Only have a little patience ; if there is nothing
more to-day there may be to-morrow."
" To-morrow ! " exclaimed the Professor ; " a whole
night lies between. Meanwhile the worm gnaws in-
cessantly, and all the powers of destruction are at
work. Numberless are the possibilities that separate
us from our hope : that acquisition alone is certain
which we have in our hands."
He examined the chest.
"It is much smaller than I imagined. B}' what
accident did the missal lie in it ? It is not even cer-
tain whence it came, and it is still very doubtful what
may lie concealed in the other chest."
The Princess raised the top.
" Let us mea.nwhile pay attention to the little we
have found."
She took up the parchment volume, and put it in
the hands of the learned man. Some leaves slipped
out; the Professor caught hold of them ; his eyes con-
tracted, he jumped up and hastened to the window.
" These leaves do not belong to it," he said, read-
ing them. At last he exclaimed : " A piece of the man-
uscript is found."
He held out the leaves to the Princess ; his hand
trembled, and the agitation of his countenance was
such that he was obliged to turn away. He hastened
to the table and searched the missal, opening it leaf
by leaf, from beginning to end. The Princess held the
leaves in her hand in eager expectation, and ap-
proached him. As he looked up he saw two large eyes
fixed on him with tender sympathy.
( To be continued.)
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THE TEACHER'S OUTLOOK.
Published by The Teacher's Publishing Com-
pany, Des Moines, Iowa. A monthly magazine de-
voted to the interests of teachers and advanced
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done by other school journals rather than to occupy
the same field. Instead of filling its columns with
school methods, school aids, and the details of
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matters outside of the atmosphere of the school
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